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1. Introduction

A photodiode is a type of photodetector capable of converting incident light into either current or voltage, depending upon the mode of operation. The substrate used to make the photodiode sensing part is critical to defining its properties. In particular, only photons with sufficient energy to excite electrons across the material's bandgap will induce photocurrents. Materials commonly used to produce photodiodes include: Silicon (for the wavelength range 190-1100 nm), Germanium (for 400-1700 nm), Indium-Gallium arsenide (for 800-2600 nm) and Lead (II) sulphide (1000-3500 nm), among others. In many applications the semiconductor diode is placed within an opaque housing with different possible sizes (such as TO18, TO5, TO3..) and hermetically sealed with a cover of a material that allows transmission of the desired wavelength range of observation and permits radiation to reach the sensitive part of the device. Some applications require measurement of one specific wavelength range and it is essential that other radiation wavelengths of the range where the substrate shows responsivity do not contribute to the photodiode's current. For this purpose a filter is mounted above the detector to select the wavelength range of responsivity. Common configurations of filtered photodiodes include a metallic platform to hold the filter at an intermediate height between the cover window and the detector, see Figure 1. This mechanical configuration allows the implementation of different filters preserving the external packing dimensions and physical properties of the photodiode sealing with independence of the filter type.

The geometry of arrangement of these elements (cover, housing, and sensing device) defines the nominal field of view (FOV) or geometrical FOV of the sensor. A careful look at this configuration shows that, because of secondary internal reflections against the inner walls of the sensor housing, the sensor may also be excited by photons from trajectories with incident angles greater than this nominal geometrical FOV. Notice that the filter crystal is thick, flat and cut in square shape. Its implementation on top of the sensing dice covers the nominal FOV but leaves a fraction of the photodiode horizontal cross-section uncovered, see Figure 2. As we will explain later, this will have implications for non-normal, non-collimated and diffusive irradiance sources.
Fig. 1. (Left) Commercial hermetically sealed filtered ultraviolet (UV) photodiode with TO5 housing and the filter mounted on a metallic platform. (Right) Geometrical configuration of the photodiode. The filter crystal is here represented in red and the SiC detector dice in black. The filter is mounted on the metallic structure but does not reach the side of the housing.

Because of changes in the refractive index as the light beam crosses the boundary between two media there is an angle variation which is given by Snell law. The light ray bends toward the normal when the light enters a medium of greater refractive index, and away from the normal when entering a medium of lesser refractive index. For this later case there is a limiting angle beyond which all the rays should be reflected that is called the critical angle of incidence. For instance, in the case of a transition from a quartz crystal to gaseous nitrogen or to air the nominal critical angle is roughly 40°. In theory, for incident angles greater than this angle the light rays should be totally reflected by the cover crystal. However in most cases there is a range of angles where a fraction is reflected and a fraction transmitted. In addition in some implementations, such as the one analyzed here, the covering window is slightly curved. This induces additional angular distortions for non-normal incidence and in practice shifts the critical angle of incidence towards greater values.

In summary for the case considered here, beyond the nominal FOV there is a wider angle of allowed incoming rays, what we will here call the critical angle FOV, where incident rays are allowed to pass inside the photodiode housing. Photon rays contained between the nominal FOV and the critical angle FOV may get inside the photodiode housing, be reflected in the walls, avoid the filter and be trapped between the filter and the sensing substrate dice. These photons may thus excite the dice and contribute to the total photodiode output current avoiding the filter selective bandpass action and producing an unexpected current leak. This is schematically represented in Figure 2.

In summary, for a given arbitrary configuration where the radiation from a complex radiating environment excites a photodiode, part of the radiation may be reflected by the cover window and part may pass with slightly different exit angle, part may be contained within the FOV and traverse the filter and part may bounce within the inner part of the sensor housing and hit the dice with a new incidence angle (and here again it may be absorbed, or reflected). When these effects are present the response of the dice to the incident irradiance is neither the one tabulated in the device specifications by the manufacturer (which is usually defined for normal incidence) nor the one obtained in...
standard laboratory calibrations. For any practical photodiode use, where the incident light is non-normal and non-collimated, these deviations should be explored under representative operation conditions.

Fig. 2. Nominal field of view (FOV) and critical angle conceptual representation: All ray beams, such as (a), within the FOV solid angle hit the sensing dice after traversing the filter. Photon rays that traverse the window cover with angles of incidence such as (b) hit the inner housing walls and reach the sensing dice after multiple reflections, avoiding the filter selective action.

It is the aim of this chapter to illustrate these effects experimentally with a specific study case and to describe an experimental setup that can be used to quantify the relevance of each contribution. In particular, we describe here the calibration and operation studies of the (ultraviolet) UV photodiodes of the UV sensor for REMS (Rover Environmental Monitoring Station) instrument on-board the MSL rover to Mars (NASA 2012) [Gómez-Elvira et al., 2008]. This sensor consists of a set of 6 photodiodes with different responsivity spectral ranges. One of the photodiodes has no filter and is sensitive in the total SiC responsivity range (from here on named ABC). The other 5 photodiodes correspond to filtered bands named A, B, C, D and E, see Figure 4. Each broadband measurement provides a crude evaluation of the incident irradiance in its relevant spectral range: photodiode C provides a first order estimate of the level of biologically damaging irradiance; photodiodes A and B provide an estimate that may be comparable with terrestrial irradiances while photodiode ABC gives an estimate of the total UV irradiance, and photodiodes D and E are designed to match two UV channels of the MARCI instrument, on-board the Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter (MRO) satellite to enable direct comparison with reflectance measurements from the top of the atmosphere. The chosen UV photodiodes have a nominal FOV of ±30°. This is the solid angle contained between the normal to the dice and the imaginary line connecting the sensing dice and the opaque border of the top of the caging, as shown in Figure 2. The photodiodes are mounted in a circular pattern within a metallic box on the rover deck, facing the sky. Each one is embedded within a magnet (to deflect the trajectories of in-falling magnetic dust and protect the window from Martian dust deposition, mimicking the effect of the magnet experiment of the MER rovers) [Kinch et al. 2006]. A scheme of this setup with the nominal field of view of ±30° of a photodiode is shown in Figure 3. The whole REMS-UV setup, in an anodized aluminum box of 55 mm x 68 mm x 16 mm with a D25 connector, weighs only 72 g. Photodiodes have the advantage of being small in size, light and robust for operation under harsh conditions such as those expected for the MSL rover. This sensor will deliver for the first time in-situ surface ultraviolet irradiance measurements that will provide ground-truth to radiative transfer models and satellite reflectance measurements as well as first order estimates of biological and chemical doses and UV opacities. A solid understanding of the UV radiation behaviour of the Martian atmosphere is important for photochemical models of the atmosphere [Rodrigo et al., 1990], for the chemistry of the surface minerals [Holland 1978, Mukhin et al., 1996, Quin et al. 2001], has biological implications and is paramount for the assessment of the possible habitability of the Martian surface [Cockell et al. 2000, Patel et al. 2002, Patel et al. 2003, Patel et al. 2004a, Patel et al. 2004B, Cordoba-Jabonero et al. 2003, Cordoba-Jabonero et al. 2005]. In addition, satellite [Mateshvili et al. 2006, Montmessin et al. 2006] and Martian-ground based measurements of UV radiation [Zorzano and Córdoba-Jabonero 2007], are important to retrieve, through radiative transfer studies, [Zorzano et al. 2005], accurate information on atmosphere aerosols, in particular aerosol size distribution, load, dust and cloud dynamics. It is also relevant to estimate the ozone content which in turn serves as a proxy for Mars atmospheric water vapour.

Previous space missions designed to explore the UV Martian conditions, such as the failed Beagle lander mission, also considered a similar UV sensor concept based on photodiodes [Patel et al. 2002]. However, because of their simplicity they also have certain limitations. This study summarizes the evaluation of the response of this setup to representative operation conditions.

Fig. 3. (Left) Front view of the photodiode and magnet. (Centre) Back view of the photodiode with pins and magnet. (Right) Schematic representation of the nominal FOV of the photodiode within REMS-UV box.
In this space application, the direct radiation source is the Sun. The incident UV radiation comes both as a direct beam, with incident direction according to the solar zenithal angle at the moment of observation, and as diffuse UV irradiance. This diffuse component is the product of the scattering interaction between the incident solar radiation with the dust aerosols and molecules of the thin Martian atmosphere [Zorzano et al. 2005, Zorzano and Córdoba-Jabonero 2007, Zorzano et al. 2009]. The response of the photodiodes in this operation environment shall be investigated.

In summary, we have three scenarios to consider. When the photon ray is within the geometrical FOV, the direct beam is expected to be filtered. When the direct beam is between the geometrical FOV and the critical angle FOV, secondary reflections against the wall may allow extra photons to reach the dice avoiding the filter and thus inducing a current leakage produced by an unfiltered contribution. Finally we shall consider the response to the background diffuse irradiance, i.e. the radiation that has suffered scattering with the atmosphere and reaches the sensor window from almost any direction. In this case the sensor is excited by the diffuse irradiance contained within the solid angle of FOV, which is a significant fraction of the sky diffused irradiance, and shall be filtered. The extra diffuse radiation coming from rays with angles greater than this FOV, but still within the critical angle FOV, can also excite the SiC dice through secondary reflections and, for some photodetectors such as the one considered here, avoiding the filter action. The fraction of diffuse radiation that gets to the dice not being filtered is proportional to the difference between the nominal FOV and the critical angle FOV. If the downwelling diffuse irradiance is uniform then this is a pure geometrical factor. There are second order corrections to this due to the specific reflective, absorption and transmission characteristics of each filter that will be also experimentally observed.

2. Characterization of the response under laboratory conditions

2.1 Spectral calibration of the response with a direct collimated beam of normal or inclined incidence

The response of the sensor to a direct beam of collimated light can be calibrated under controlled operation conditions. This has been done to characterize the spectral responsivity of each photodiode and its dependence with angle of incidence. Its dependence with temperature, the linearity of the response, the degradation with aging and thermal cycling were also analyzed for this specific application in space instrumentation but the results of these tests are beyond the scope of this chapter and shall not be discussed here.

A UV source, focusing optics, a monochromator, a calibrated beam splitter, a detector and a multimeter have been used to calibrate spectrally the response of the photodiodes. One of the photodiodes was sent to The National Physical Laboratory (NPL) (UK’s National Measurement Institute) for reference calibration and the results of this calibration setup were referenced with this measurement. The spectral responsivity of each of the 6 chosen photodiodes to a collimated direct beam at normal incidence and ambient temperature is shown in Figure 4. The spectral response of the SiC sensing dice is the one labelled as ABC, namely the one of the photodiode without filter. The rest of photodiodes have a filter and the spectral responsivity is the result of the combined effect of this filter with the underlying SiC responsivity.

The same study has been performed for inclined incidence. Figure 5 shows the measured decay of responsivity (as percentage with respect to the one at normal incidence) for the
peak wavelength (the wavelength of maximal responsivity) for all chosen photodiodes together with a 7th order polynomial fit (the r.m.s. error of the fit is 5.3%). We observe in this graph both the departure from cosine law and the response of the dices to radiation for incident angles beyond the nominal FOV. This study has been performed for different polar angles and the result is qualitatively similar (not shown), concluding that the response of the photodiode to a direct collimated beam depends mostly on the azimuth angle. At the edge of the nominal FOV (±30º) the response has decayed to a 40% with respect to the normal (and not to 85% as would be expected by a pure cosine like response). Beyond this point there is still significant signal (a 20% of the maximal). The difference between the slow decay of ABC, A and E and the quick decay of B, C, and D is because the maximum of the spectral response of the later ones shows a shift of about 20 nm towards lower wavelength ranges. Furthermore, it is clearly observed in this graph that all the photodiodes show significant responsivity beyond the nominal FOV of ± 30º.

Fig. 4. (Insert) View of the REMS UV box with 6 photodiodes. (Graph) Spectral responsivity, calibrated at ambient temperature with a collimated beam at normal incidence.

2.2 Spectral characterization of the response of the non-filtered contribution with a direct collimated beam at normal incidence

To evaluate qualitatively the spectral weight of the unfiltered contribution, a photodiode was manipulated to separate, in the total current signal, the contribution from the filtered signal and the unfiltered contribution. The same setup used for the spectral calibration of flight model units was used here.

A C type photodiode was opened (by cutting the TO5 housing); an opaque element (a small aluminium plate) was placed on top of the filter, blocking the passage of light rays through this path. Photodiodes that have suffered this manipulation are here named “ob”. These photodiodes deliver a current only when photons hit the SiC sensing dice avoiding the filter
(which is in this case blocked). By doing this we evaluate the unfiltered contribution of a direct beam, i.e. the direct beam photons that reach and excite the sensing dice avoiding the nominal FOV and thus avoiding the filter. The photodiode base was glued again to the can. Notice that after this manipulation the TO5 cage is filled in by ambient air instead of the original nitrogen encapsulation.

Fig. 5. Zenithal angle dependence of the responsivity to an inclined collimated beam for the SiC unfiltered photodiode (ABC) and 5 filtered photodiodes (A, B, C, D and E). Comparison of the angle dependence between cosine-like decay and a polynomial fit of the measured data with angle. Notice that for a collimated source the photodiodes show significant responsivity beyond the nominal FOV of ± 30º.

In Figure 6 we show the spectral response of this open-blocked photodiode and compare it with the one of a normal C photodiode. Be aware that the filter partially transmits, partially reflects, and partially absorbs. Each specific filter has a different behaviour with respect to transmission and absorption, tuned to select the transmissions properties only. When photons are trapped below the filter, bouncing back and forth until they hit the dice, the filter may also absorb a spectral part of the irradiance. In this specific example a relevant part of the signal of the UVA range seems to be partially blocked, but most of the UVB range radiation is hitting the SiC dice through secondary wall reflections creating a current leak. Thus we may expect different responses for blocked photodiodes of different filters. As we will see later this is indeed observed.

2.3 Characterization of the angular response of the non-filtered contribution with a divergent beam
To qualitatively evaluate under laboratory conditions the angular response of the unfiltered contribution, a new photodiode was manipulated to separate, in the total current signal, the
contribution from the filtered signal and the unfiltered contribution. This time a D type photodiode was opened and blocked.

![Graph of Spectral Response](image)

**Fig. 6.** Spectral response of the open-blocked C photodiode and comparison with original nominal spectral response. The open-blocked responsivity shows the spectral signature of the non-filtered contribution in a C photodiode and extends beyond the nominal UVC range.

A xenon (Xe) light source was placed at a distance of 24 cm to the photodiode (such that the cone of collimated light diverges) and its inclination angle with respect to the diode was varied, see Figure 7. This setup was hard to control but the results give significant qualitative information. The maximal unfiltered response is at normal incidence, when the divergent beam hits the photodiode from above. A fraction of the divergent light beam intersects the housing walls; the light in these rays is internally reflected and reaches the dice. As the source goes to lower azimuthal positions, i.e. greater zenithal angle, the signal is reduced up to an angle of roughly 15-20° where it has a minimum. At this point the light beam is half-way to the nominal field of view limit (30°) which is given by the mechanical obstruction of the upper edge in the housing wall. From this point on most of the direct rays hit the side walls. They are then scattered and reflected and reach the dice avoiding the filter. The signal increases then up to roughly 40°-45°. Beyond this point there is a rapid decay and light is partially reflected back at the crystal interface because of the critical angle limit, see Figures 7 and 8. In view of this, we conclude that for field campaign observations, when the Sun direct light beam has a zenithal angle close to 40°-45° (or equivalently an altitude angle between 50°-45°), the measurements of photodiodes where the unfiltered contribution may be comparable to the filtered one shall be discarded.
Fig. 7. Schematic representation of the laboratory setup. The beam of the Xe lamp was inclined with respect to the norm to the photodiode. The D photodiode was open, its filter was blocked, and the sensor housing was glued again, to quantify the angular dependence of the non-filtered contribution.

Fig. 8. Non-filtered photodiode’s zenithal angle response with an inclined divergent light source exciting a blocked D type photodiode. There is a maximum in the induced current at normal incidence, when a fraction of the cone of the divergent beam hits the inner walls of the caging. As the beam is inclined there is a secondary maximum at 40º-45º, when the centre of the direct divergent beam hits the walls, and is reflected downwards to the sensing dice (avoiding the blocked filter).

Through these experiments we have illustrated the existence of internal reflections for direct beam sources. We therefore redefine a REMS-UV operational strategy that discards observations when the Sun direct beam is in the vicinity of 40-45º w.r.t. the norm. We will
evaluate how relevant this internal reflection contribution is for the unavoidable and continuous background of diffusive irradiance.

3. Response characterization under representative operation conditions

To investigate the response to an extended distant source such as the Sun with a background source of diffuse irradiance a special implementation was prepared to operate outdoors in a clear sky day, see Figure 9. For Terrestrial atmospheric measurements, we expect channels C and D to be especially sensitive to the non-filtered contribution because their filters are centred on the ozone absorption band and therefore on Earth the signal in these channels shall be negligible. Any extra signal must be due to an unfiltered contribution.

Fig. 9. Engineering model for field campaign measurements. The direct beam (Sun) angle of incidence can be varied by adjusting the platform inclination.

Three different photodiodes types were used per channel: a flight model unit, this one shall be here named \( fm \), and two engineering photodiodes that are manipulated. In these last two photodiodes, because of the manipulation (loss of encapsulated nitrogen, mechanical distortion and misalignment after cutting and gluing the housing) we may expect a variation in the response with respect to the flight model units. One of these photodiodes, which is simply opened and glued again, is used as control reference to discard the influence of the manipulation alone (namely loss of the encapsulated gas), this one is from here on named \( op \). The other one is opened, its filter is blocked, and then it is glued again, this one shall be named \( ob \).

3.1 Angular characterization of the unfiltered diffuse radiation

The photodiode platform was placed horizontally, facing the sky. During this day the maximal Solar Zenithal Angle (SZA) was at 57.5°, and therefore the trajectory was very low.
with respect to the FOV of the photodiodes. The recorded signal was thus the response to the sky diffuse irradiance contained within the solid angle of view of the photodiode. This includes both the diffuse irradiance within the nominal FOV (filtered contribution) and the rest, up to the critical angle FOV (unfiltered contribution). The measured current varies smoothly as the SZA changes along the day. For photodiode C, in the vicinity of the maximal SZA, the diffuse unfiltered contribution \( \text{ob} \) is about 30% of the total signal in the control photodiode \( \text{op} \) whereas for big SZA the unfiltered signal is about 50% of the total one, see Figure 10. This is a smooth function and may be easily interpolated. The \( \text{fm} \) response is shown for reference.

In Figure 11 we compare this measurement for different \( \text{ob} \) channels. Since their filters are blocked their response is basically associated to the response of the SiC dice. When the filter is blocked, the order of magnitude of the signal of different blocked photodiodes is similar but there are differences of the order of up to 30% among them (which may be due to geometrical factors after manipulation or to differences in the coating of the lower part of filters). The averaged intensity of this current is about 50 times less the one of the unfiltered photodiode ABC, see Figure 11.
Fig. 11. Comparison of the unfiltered response of all photodiodes, averaged unfiltered response and rescaled (by 50) current of the total ABC photodiode in a configuration where only diffuse irradiance reaches the photodiode.

This suggests that, for this kind of photodiode, a fraction of the UV sky diffuse irradiance avoids the central filter of the photodiode and hits the bottom SiC diode directly producing a leakage signal of the order of about 2% of the total UV (ABC channel) induced current. If the channel of observation expects a very small signal for its nominal spectral range, this current leakage can be comparable or even greater than the one of interest. In particular, as shown above for the C channel, this represents almost 30% of the total measured current of the nominal channel, or even 50% for big SZA.

3.2 Angular characterization of the unfiltered direct beam contribution

For the next experimental setup the sensors are again facing the sky, pointing upwards. If the Sun during its trajectory is never within the nominal FOV of the photodiode but passes within the critical angle FOV there are two observable maxima at 45° that can be seen in the measurements of all photodiodes (both manipulated and original). See Figure 12 for an example of the response of the C photodiode when the solar transit never enters its nominal FOV. The two maxima at 45° correspond to direct beam wall reflections and thus appear also as unfiltered contribution in the ob photodiode. In this setup the photodiodes collect both the inner wall reflection of the direct beam rays (from the Sun) and the diffuse radiation rays (from the sky). The direct beam induced maxima are at about 45°. Beyond this point, when the Sun leaves the critical angle FOV, we should be able to obtain information about the envelope of the diffuse signal as in the example above. Indeed beyond 50° there is a change in the shape of the angle dependent response, at this moment the direct beam is fully reflected because of critical angle issues and the current is induced only by the
background sky diffuse irradiance (the one studied above). Also in this case we observe that for big SZA the nonfiltered signal is about 50% of the total one.

Fig. 12. Comparison of the evolution of the three C photodiodes: flight-model (fm), open-blocked (ob) and C open (op) measurement along the day, as the Sun traverses the sky. For this configuration the sun trajectory never enters the nominal FOV. However it is reflected in the inner photodiode walls and two maxima are observed at roughly 45°.

3.3 Angular characterization of the direct beam: filtered contribution and sunglint

On the next experiment the platform was inclined and pointing to the maximal solar altitude at 40.2°. Figure 13 shows the current evolution for an fm photodiode when the sensor platform is oriented towards the Sun maximal altitude position. When the angle of incidence falls between ± 30° with respect to the norm the direct beam is filtered. As was foreseen from laboratory measurements and from the field campaign measurements described in the previous sections, there are two additional maxima at about ± 40°-45° angle of incidence. This represents again secondary reflections of the direct Sun beam within the inner housing walls that manage to avoid the filter and produce a current leak. This unfiltered contribution is so big for the C photodiode that at this stage the total induced current is even bigger than at normal incidence. Beyond that point the signal decays rapidly due to critical angle reflection and the current is induced only by the background sky diffuse irradiance.

In Figure 14 we show for comparison the currents induced in two manipulated C photodiodes. This graph shows that the total irradiance contribution reaching the C sensing dice is partially filtered and partially non-filtered. We observe that for this channel the non-
filtered contribution is about 50% of the total measured signal. Two maxima can be distinguished at ±45° with respect to the norm. These last two measurements, with the manipulated photodiodes, show an extra non-filtered maximum when the Sun in just above the norm to the sensors which happens when the solar altitude is at 40.2°. In this inclined configuration, this artefact is due to the Sun glint contribution. The direct beam is reflected on the ground and hits the photodiode with an incidence angle of 40.2°, see Figure 15. In the case of manipulated photodiodes (those that were opened, filled in by normal air, and glued again) this sunglint contribution passes giving a spurious signal. This sunglint contribution seems to be more efficiently rejected in the flight model unit probably due to critical angle issues. The sunglint is not important for REMS application, where the photodiodes will be facing the sky, but may be relevant for other applications with partial view of the ground.

Fig. 13. Evolution of the C fm photodiode measurement along the day, as the Sun traverses the sky crossing the normal to the sensor. The platform was pointing to the maximal altitude position. There are to local maxima at zenithal angles of about 40°-45°.

4. Overall experimental verification and definition of mitigation strategy

Next we show a summary of this field site verification with all channels measuring simultaneously with an inclined platform configuration, pointing towards the Sun maximal altitude position at 47.9°. In this configuration when the opened photodiodes have been filled in by normal air, the signal shows again an enhanced unfiltered signal due to sunglint. This unfiltered sunglint contribution is clearly distinguished as a central extra peak in channels expecting weak signals (namely C and D).
Fig. 14. Evolution of the response of manipulated C photodiodes. Comparison of the open-blocked (ob) and C open (op) measurement along the day, as the Sun traverses the sky. The open-blocked (ob) induced current is the signal induced by unfiltered reflected radiation only whereas the open (op) induced current is the sum of the currents induced on the SiC dice by the unfiltered and filtered radiation.

Fig. 15. Sunglint unfiltered contribution for inclined configurations.

For channels A and E the leakage is negligible compared to the nominal signal, see Figure 16. The induced current is smooth and follows the Sun trajectory. The red curve represents the unfiltered contribution (both diffuse and reflected direct irradiance) which in this case is almost negligible. The envelope of these graphs is the sum of the envelope of the background sky diffuse irradiance and, within ±45°, the envelope of direct irradiance. For channel B there is a significant, and almost constant, background of unfiltered contribution that creates a constant current leakage of about 10% of the maximal signal, see
Figure 17. Again, the envelope of these graphs shows one shape for the background sky diffuse irradiance and, within +/- 45°, another envelope for the diffuse plus direct response. The constant background of unfiltered contribution is due to the unfiltered diffuse irradiance of the sky.

Fig. 16. Diurnal evolution of the measured current for an inclined configuration pointing to the maximal SZA. (Above) Channel A (Below) Channel E.
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Fig. 17. Diurnal evolution of the B measured current for an inclined configuration pointing to the maximal SZA.

For the C and D manipulated photodiodes, the induced current shows an enhanced, unfiltered response, at SZA of 0 w.r.t to the norm because of sunglint unfiltered reflections, see Figure 17. The flight model units do not show this sunglint contribution. In these ones the two side peaks of direct beam reflections at about 45° are better seen. Notice that beyond the FOV (beyond 45° roughly) all the photodiodes show the same response as the ob one, which means that beyond this point the induced current in both C and D photodiodes is pure unfiltered contribution of the background sky diffusive irradiance.

The central enhanced peaks are seen in manipulated photodiodes with weak expected currents, namely C and D channels. And are not seen in the ABC opened, A ob, E ob and B ob. This confirms that is a current leakage of unfiltered contribution of the sunglint contribution of the ground.

Finally by comparing the average response of all photodiodes in the tails (namely beyond 45°) of the ABC signal, we conclude again that there is a continuous background unfiltered contribution which is of the order of 2-4% of the total (ABC channel) incident UV solar diffuse irradiance, see Figure 19. This 2-4% introduces a systematic error of current leakage due to diffuse irradiance in all filtered photodiode signals which should be treated as system background error to be subtracted.

In summary, with these observations we can adapt the REMS-UV operational scenario. Namely 1) measure the response of the ABC photodiode when the Sun is out of the FOV (roughly beyond ± 45°) which is the response to the sky diffuse irradiance alone, and fit its dependence with angle of incidence. 2) Discard those filtered channels whose measurement is comparable with the 2% of the current induced by diffuse radiation in the ABC channel. 3) Subtract this offset contribution to those channels with greater currents, namely, on Earth, A, B and E. 4) Discard measurements performed when the Sun is close to ± 45° with respect to the norm as they may produce unfiltered direct beam contributions due to inner wall reflections. These measurements should be neglected for absolute radiometric measurements (however they could be used for relative comparisons of day to day relative atmospheric changes).
Finally regarding REMS measuring strategy during operations on Mars we suggest to define a conservative measuring strategy using the recalibrated currents of photodiodes ABC, A, B and E; and use C and D corrected measurements as check points for interpolating algorithms [Zorzano et al. 2009] It must be clarified that on Mars channels C and D are expected to have much greater currents than on Earth since the UVC radiation is not blocked by the atmospheric ozone as on Earth. These measurements have not been performed to date on the Martian surface and thus if during the mission C and D currents
are much greater than the 2% of the ABC diffuse signal these two measurements may be also included as inputs for the interpolating algorithms.

Fig. 19. Evolution along the day of the diffuse unfiltered contribution in filtered channels compared to the total diffuse signal of the total ABC channel.

5. Conclusions

Photodiode sensors are calibrated under controlled laboratory conditions, with collimated, plane light beams at normal incidence with respect to the sensing device. For any other implementation the photodiode needs to be calibrated under representative operation conditions. It is hard to simulate the UV diffuse radiation environment of an atmosphere under laboratory calibration setups. It is also hard to simulate sunglint or secondary reflections induced by reflecting surfaces with small lamps in calibration setups. Dedicated campaigns such as the ones described here should be implemented for this purpose.

In summary, through laboratory and field campaign measurements we have illustrated that:

- The response of the photodiode to a pure, direct, collimated light beam does not decay simply as a cosine law with a cut-off edge at the end of the FOV.
- The sensing dice is also excited by direct beams with angles beyond the nominal FOV that are reflected in the inner housing walls. A second maximal response may be expected for incident angles close to 45º, when the direct beam is reflected on the inner housing walls.
- For certain configurations, also sunglint contributions (or in general reflections of the direct beam source on nearby surfaces) may create unwanted reflected contributions that should taken into account.
• Equivalently, also the rays of diffuse irradiance with angles greater than the nominal FOV can hit the inner housing walls and reach the sensing dice.

• For the photodiodes used in this test, photon rays with incident angle beyond the nominal FOV, that are reflected in the inner walls of the housing (both the direct and diffuse beam contribution) may avoid the filter action.

• The fraction of radiance that gets to the dice avoiding the filter generates an unexpected unfiltered contribution to the photodiode current. This spurious current leak may be comparable to the nominal contribution, in narrow filtered channels or in spectral ranges where little incident radiation is expected. A mitigation strategy should be implemented to cope with this.

This problem may be common to other sensors used in radiometry or remote sensing applications. Under realistic operation conditions, the radiance comes from multiple paths and it is furthermore not isotropic and also non-normal. Some examples of this situations are:

• If part of the incident radiation hits a surface, a fraction of it may be reflected in an almost specular way and another fraction be scattered away. These other components of irradiance may reach the detector through secondary pathways (example satellite observation of ground reflectance contaminated with sun glint and diffused contribution from lambertian surfaces with different angle of incidence).

• If the medium between the source and detector include scattering agents (such as molecules or aerosols) the diffuse component of the radiation may become significant and therefore reach the sensor from other incident angles.

• Finally even in the case when the direct source beam points to the sensor from angles of incidence beyond its nominal FOV, secondary reflections within the detector housing may allow this radiation to reach the sensing device.

An alternative approach to the use of filters is the use of new tailor-made substrates where the band gap of the photo absorption layer is tuned to select the desired specific range of UV radiation. In particular, recently there is great interest in the development of the so-called solar-blind detectors for applications on Earth. As mentioned above, bellow 280 nm the UV radiation is absorbed by the terrestrial atmosphere and thus the highest-energy UV light photons from the sun cannot reach the surface. As a result, this region of the solar electromagnetic spectrum constitutes a ‘black background’ that can be used to detect and control artificial UVC-emitting sources such as flames (and thus detect for instance fires, or missiles). These measurements require detectors that are ‘solar blind,’ i.e., insensitive to light above 280nm, and that focus their spectral responsivity in the range of UVC. Current research on solar-blind photodetectors substrates include the development of new substrates such as nano-wires [Delaunay, 2011 and references herein] or Al,Ga1-x,N-based substrates [Razeghi, 2002]. This alternative is generally very costful -since it requires development and testing of new materials-, and is not always possible for any arbitrary spectral range. Furthermore the use of new sensing substrates may not be convenient for space applications where all the materials must be qualified for space and the maturity of the technology needs to be well proven.
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7. References


This book describes different kinds of photodiodes for applications in high-speed data communication, biomedical sensing, high-speed measurement, UV-light detection, and high energy physics. The photodiodes discussed are composed of several different semiconductor materials, such as InP, SiC, and Si, which cover an extremely wide optical wavelength regime ranging from infrared light to X-ray, making the suitable for diversified applications. Several interesting and unique topics were discussed including: the operation of high-speed photodiodes at low-temperature for super-conducting electronics, photodiodes for bio-medical imaging, single photon detection, photodiodes for the applications in nuclear physics, and for UV-light detection.
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